For Chief Revenue
Officers and
VP of Sales

THINK-X LETS EVERYONE DISCOVER AND ACTIVATE HUMAN POTENTIAL

Help Everyone Be a Top
Producer

Full Potential Thinking
Everyone has ingrained thinking that forms from our
experiences, knowledge, and environments. The root
source thinking directs our self-beliefs and mindsets
that, in turn, impact the way we act, react, and interact.

Your best salespeople know how to build trusting
client relationships, execute sound sales strategies,
and deliver reliable results.
However, even if you an experienced sales
manager, it’s hard to predict who will be a great
hire. A resume-reported track record and impressive
interview skills doesn’t mean someone will hit the
ground running. You don’t have time to find out later
that they don’t fit in with your team’s chemistry or
can’t manage inevitable sales stress.

While traditional assessments categorize people
according to personality, intelligence, and behaviors,
Think-X goes deeper to identify, measure, and correct
counterproductive thinking. Freed from cognitive
constraints, individuals and teams achieve higher levels
of productivity, performance, and wellbeing.

High performance coaches have long used brain
science-based techniques to help elite athletes,
military leaders, and C-Suite executives to gain focus,
resilience, and agility.
NOW YOUR ENTIRE SALES TEAM CAN HAVE
THAT SAME ADVANTAGE.
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SALES REPS WHO HIT
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COACHING
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DYNAMIC COACHING
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Scientific Diagnostic + Technology Assisted Coaching + Unbiased Analytics

FAST

SCALABLE

MEASURABLE

Actionable Answers
in Minutes

Accessible & Affordable
Coaching Options

Data Driven
Talent Management

The diagnostic data creates a
personalized online coaching
program done independently,
in a small group, or one-on-one
with a Think-X certified coach.

Aggregate data creates
EEOC-compliant Top Performer
Templates (TPTs) for more
predictive hiring, effective team
development, and strategic
human capital planning.

A patented diagnostic
measures 12 Human Potential
Indicators (HPIs) and instantly
sends an easy-to-read report
including expert coaching tips.

“It’s a win/win in each column: Diagnostic tools
combined with great coaching for someone looking
to improve.”
- Lew Walker, SPHR, Principal, KL HR advisors

“Think-X lets our members upskill their thinking so
they raise their executive presence and performance.”
- Nick Cooke, Co-Founder and Chief Revenue Officer, The Suite

Contact info@Think-X.com to discover and activate the human
potential in yourself, your organization, your clients.

